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Abstract
The Millennium Villages Project is a high profile, multi-country development project that has aimed
to serve as a model for ending rural poverty in sub-Saharan Africa. The project became the subject
of controversy when weaknesses in its claims of success were exposed. The lively ensuing debate
offers lessons on three recent mini-revolutions that have swept the field of development economics:
the rising standards of evidence for measuring impact, the “open data” movement, and the growing
role of the blogosphere in research debates.
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Introduction
Three minor revolutions are reshaping the field of development economics. The first
concerns standards of evidence. Journal editors and project funders increasingly stress
rigorous impact evaluation (IE). The second revolution is in the medium of debate.
Discourse that traditionally happened only within journals and conferences now spills over
into the more rapid and democratic medium of blogs. The third revolution is in the ease and
cost of accessing research data. We argue that these upheavals deserve applause, because
they can bring unprecedented degrees of transparency to discussions on the impact of
development projects.
This new transparency matters because the way thinking in development economics is
shaped affects the choices made by policymakers around the world. Despite widespread
progress, more than one billion people still survive on less than $1.25 a day. The World Bank
has advocated a global target of ending such extreme poverty by 2030, and fierce debates
rage about the right choices of programs and policies to approach that goal.
As a case study we highlight a public debate in which we participated regarding the
Millennium Villages Project (MVP). The Project is a large experimental intervention at 15
sites across rural sub-Saharan Africa which is designed to show that “people in the poorest
regions of rural Africa can lift themselves out of extreme poverty in five years’ time” (MVP
2007). We focus on the MVP because of its prominence and because the project illustrates
all three elements of the new transparency trend.
We begin with a broad explanation of impact evaluation. Second, we describe the MVP and
its initial evaluation design. Next, we describe our critique of the MVP evaluation and
provide a narrative of how a debate about the MVP evaluation unfolded across multiple
forms of media, with blogs and data access profoundly shaping the discussion. Finally, we
consider five lessons from the MVP controversy.

1. The impact evaluation problem
It is helpful to start with a statement of the evaluation problem. What does it mean to say
that a program has an “effect” or “impact”? Let us say we are evaluating a job training
program and trying to assess its impact on the income of individual i. We can imagine two
possible scenarios. In one scenario, individual i participates in the training program, and her
income changes by some value, which we will call Yi(1). In another scenario, individual i
does not participate in the program and has income which changes by a different value,
Yi(0). We define the effect of the program on individual i’s income as Yi(1) – Yi(0). In words,
the effect of the program on income is simply the difference between the change in income
the individual experiences if she is in the program and the change in income she experiences
if she is not in the program.
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The challenge is that we do not observe both Yi(1) and Yi(0). Either the individual is in the
program or she is not. If she is a program participant, we can observe Yi(1) by asking her
directly or obtaining some other record of her income before and after the training. But then
Yi(0) will exist as only a hypothetical construct. This what-would-have-happened scenario is
termed the “counterfactual.”
In the more general problem, Y could be the change in any outcome of interest—such as a
test score, a malnutrition indicator, or a measure of happiness—and the unit of analysis
could be the individual or something else, such as the household or village. The challenge in
evaluation is to develop an estimate for Yi(1) – Yi(0) without observing both values. Any
serious attempt at impact evaluation requires some explicit way to estimate what would have
happened if the intervention had never happened. There are a number of different
approaches, all of which rely on finding a stand-in for the counterfactual. These include
differences-in-differences, regression discontinuity, randomized controlled trials (RCTs), and
propensity-score and other forms of matching.1
Across economics, IE has become more common, and the use of RCTs in particular has
become widespread in development in recent years. The RCT-based evaluation of the
PROGRESA program in Mexico in the late 1990s received great attention, along with
several RCT studies by Michael Kremer and associates at Harvard and Esther Duflo and
associates at MIT. Subsequently, many scholars across academia and institutions like the
World Bank have focused their work on rigorous IE.

2. The Millennium Villages evaluation
In this context, the Millennium Villages Project was launched, first in Sauri, Kenya in 2004
and then later at a number of sites across sub-Saharan Africa. The MVP is an experimental
intervention to promote economic development in clusters of very poor rural villages across
Africa. It is a joint project of the United Nations Development Program, Columbia
University’s Earth Institute, and Millennium Promise, a non-governmental organization.
a. The intervention

The MVP deploys a package of interventions, including distribution of fertilizer and
insecticide-treated bednets, school construction, HIV testing, microfinance, electric lines,
road construction, and water and irrigation. The mix of interventions differs in each village
cluster. The project was designed to break villages out of poverty traps (Sachs et al. 2004)
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In practice, we typically estimate effects for groups rather than individual units. We recommend Impact
Evaluation in Practice by Paul Gertler et al. (2011), available for free download on the World Bank website, as a
useful introduction to IE techniques.
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and “make the investments in human capital and infrastructure required to achieve selfsustaining economic growth” (MVP 2007).
The MVP is broadly similar to the “integrated rural development” (IRD) approach that was
implemented in many countries in the 1970s and early 1980s before a consensus developed
that it did not work. As one expert wrote, “Billions and billions of dollars went into
hundreds of such programs without hardly any sustainable impact or poverty or institutions
anywhere” (Binswanger-Mkhize 2011). The troubled history of IRD invites skepticism that
the approach can spark sustained economic development, making it particularly important
that projects of this type undergo rigorous IE.2
b. The evaluation

In June 2010, the project released its first public evaluation of the effects of the project
(MVP 2010). The report compares values of several indicators at the time the project began
to those three years into the program at five sites, describing the changes as “impacts” and
“effects” of the project. A few months later, we produced a paper, later published in the
Journal of Development Effectiveness, which critiqued the initial report and overall evaluation
strategy (Clemens and Demombynes 2011). Our paper compared the changes at the sites to
broader trends in the countries where the MV are found. For the project sites in Kenya,
Ghana, and Nigeria, Figure 1 compares trends in mobile phone ownership with trends
nationally, in rural areas of those countries, and in rural areas of the regions where the MV
sites are located.
As the MV report notes, mobile phone ownership rose at the project sites. But it increased
just as fast in areas untouched by the project, as the mobile revolution swept across the
continent. This suggests that it would have risen at the MV sites with or without the project.
Consequently, it is incorrect to view the rise as an “impact” of the project. Similar problems
apply to all of the claims of impacts made in the 2010 MV report.
Returning to the notation used in the previous section, the before-and-after comparison
used in the Millennium Villages report presented Yi(1)—the changes observed in each
village—as the impacts of the project. But this would only be the impact of the project
under the assumption that Yi(0) equals zero. Under this assumption, if the MVP had not
been introduced, nothing would have changed: mobile phone ownership, child nutrition,
access to clean water, etc. would have remained at the same levels as they were pre-MVP.
The before-and-after approach to impact evaluation is widely recognized to be invalid
because it requires this extreme and generally incorrect assumption that Yi(0) is zero.
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See Clemens and Demombynes (2011a) for a longer discussion of the experience and criticisms of IRD
projects.
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Notes: the 2003 numbers include both mobile and landline phones, and are thus an upper bound on mobile
phone ownership. All other years are mobiles only.
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Our approach was to compare trends at the MV sites to trends regionally and nationally, in a
version of what is called “differences-in-differences.” With this method, the trend for
another location is used as a stand-in and assumed to match the counterfactual trend Yi(0).
While this is unlikely to be precisely true, it is almost certainly a better approximation than
the zero-change assumption.
Those comparisons show that for most indicators, conditions were improving regionally and
nationally in the countries where the MV are located, as they have across much of-subSaharan Africa in the last decade, for reasons that have no connection with the MVP.
As a result, our difference-in difference analysis suggested that the true impact of the MVP
intervention, averaged across all reported indicators and all sites, was roughly half of what
the project had claimed based on the before-and-after comparison.
c. The controversy

The working paper launched a vigorous public debate.3 We wrote blog posts which
described a visit to the Sauri, Kenya site (Demombynes 2010) and summarized the paper
(Clemens 2010). The initial posts generated commentary by several economics bloggers as
well as journalists.4 The Millennium Villages Project responded on their own blog two days
later (Pronyk, McArthur, Singh, and Sachs 2010). Their principal argument was that the
comparison to regional trends was misleading because there are many interventions going on
outside the MVP site that resemble components of the MVP. Nine days later we countered
with another blog post, explaining,
“Measuring the impact of the Project means asking this question: What happened at sites that
received the Project’s package intervention, relative to what would have happened at those sites in
the absence of the Project? ‘In the absence of the Project’ does not mean in the absence of any
interventions whatsoever—it means what would have happened without that specific project.”
(Clemens and Demombynes 2010).
Evaluation expert David McKenzie (2011) agreed, and found the MVP’s stance “baffling.”
He blogged,

3

The part of these interactions that occurred between October 2010 and February 2012 is summarized in
Clemens (2012).
4
These included Chris Blattman (2010) as well as Tyler Cowen (2010) of Marginal Revolution on October
12, and Laura Freschi (2010) of AidWatch on October 15. A column regarding the paper was published in the
Financial Times on October 15 (Harford 2010), and an article appeared in the Daily Nation, a leading Kenya
paper (Kelley 2010). Links to much of the press and blog discussion discussed in this paper can be found at
https://sites.google.com/site/gdemombynes/millennium-villages-evaluation
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“The purpose of having these similar control communities is precisely to control for all the other stuff
going on in these countries which could be causing changes in the Millennium Villages regardless of
the impacts of the MVP.”
We discussed this controversy with researchers, practitioners, policymakers, and journalists
who followed the debate through the blogosphere. The next March, the MV evaluation was
the subject of a debate at Oxford University broadcast on the web (CSAE 2011) and the
discussion mushroomed across blogs, media outlets, and academic journals including the
American Journal of Clinical Nutrition (AJCN).5 Our paper was peer-reviewed and published in
the Journal of Development Effectiveness (Clemens and Demombynes 2011a).
On May 8, 2012, the Lancet published an analysis of the effects of the project on child
mortality, described by the MVP as the primary study outcome for the project (Pronyk et al.
2012). The paper found that
“the average rate of reduction of mortality in children younger than 5 years of age was three-times
faster in Millennium Village sites than in the most recent 10-year national rural trends (7.8% vs.
2.6%).”
The paper quickly generated buzz in the development blogosphere,6 and in scientific
journals: the leading journal Nature published, the next day, an editorial critiquing the MVP
evaluation declaring, “With transparency comes trust” (Nature editorial 2012). In a coauthored blog post published a few days later (Demombynes and Prydz 2012) and a
subsequent comment in the Lancet (Bump et al. 2012), we pointed out that both sides of the
calculation were flawed. Child mortality was in fact falling more slowly at the Project sites than
it was nationwide. The MVP acknowledged the errors in a blog post (Pronyk 2012), and the
Lancet subsequently published a retraction. Jeffrey Sachs then reversed two years of denials
that differences-in-differences was a valid evaluation method for the Millennium Villages. He
said,
“Demombynes and Clemens were correct in both cases (AJCN and Lancet) that the
outcomes in the Millennium Villages should be compared with national trends
during comparable time periods. Using a longer time period for the national data
understates the recent national advances” (Oransky 2012).
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These include the World Bank’s Africa Can blog (Demombynes 2011a, 2011b; Clemens and Demombynes
2011b), a back-and-forth on the Guardian’s Poverty Matters blog (Clemens and Demombynes 2011c, Bunting
2011, and Sachs 2011), and a write-up in the Economist (2011) magazine, as well as a number of blog discussions
including Haddad (2011). That year, MV researchers also published a study on child nutrition (Remans et al.
2011) at the MV sites. We wrote a critique (Clemens and Demombynes 2012), and they acknowledged our key
point in a response (Remans et al. 2012).
6
These included reactions from prominent development bloggers Annie Feighery (2012), Matt Colin (2012),
Lee Crawfurd (2012), and Tom Murphy (2012).
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The retraction generated further blog discussion as well as coverage in the Economist (2012),
Nature magazine (Butler 2012), and Foreign Policy (Starobin 2013).
The retraction happened within days of the Lancet paper’s release. Many researchers,
evaluation professionals, and specialist journalists sought comment from us as soon as the
Lancet paper began to circulate. Indeed, editors at the Lancet and at Nature learned of some of
the paper’s flaws from blog posts. The online debate ensured that by the time the Lancet
article appeared, there was already a well-developed and transparent conversation about the
MVP evaluation and observers who understood the core issues. Unlike debates that occur by
email at conference seminars, the full text of the debate is online for anyone to read. This
discussion would certainly have been slower and less public in the absence of the
blogosphere.

3. Lessons on the new transparency in impact evaluation
The MVP evaluation controversy offers a useful arena in which to weigh concerns raised by
critics of the new wave of IE, suggesting a series of lessons on its value and limitations. All
of the concerns we cite are legitimate in some settings; the MVP case illustrates which
settings.
a. RCTs are only one of many forms of IE

Many observers have lamented the new focus on the use of Randomized Controlled Trials
(RCTs). In an RCT, potential program beneficiaries are randomly allocated to a “treatment”
group that receives the program and a “control” group that does not. This procedure, long
common for medical research, has gained substantial traction in development. Critics
correctly point out that effects of an intervention on subjects in a contrived experiment may
differ from effects on the broader population from which those subjects were drawn (e.g.
Heckman and Smith 1995, Deaton 2010).
These important concerns about interpreting the results of contrived experiments apply only
to parts of the rigorous IE toolbox. Advocates of IE are often incorrectly characterized as
believing that RCTs are the only valid form of impact evaluation and should be used for
every project. This has been our experience in the MVP debate, as the program’s staff has
insisted that “[e]conomists like Clemens and Demombynes should stop believing that the
alleviation of suffering needs to wait for their controlled cluster randomized trials” (Pronyk,
McArthur, Singh, and Sachs 2010) and “[t]he critics complain that we are not following their
preferred approach of randomized trials. Many of these critics are consultants in randomized
trials and apparently believe that such a method should be used every time” (Niang and
Begashaw 2013).
We have never suggested anything resembling these positions and doubt that even the
fiercest advocates of RCTs think they are the only valid form of impact evaluation. Our own
work analyzed the MVP’s impact exclusively with a nonrandomized method, differences-in7

differences. We did discuss how other IE methods, including randomization, could be
applied to the MVP, while stressing in the clearest terms that RCTs are but one way to make
the counterfactual more transparent.7 Any project evaluation has to find the right rigor in
estimating the counterfactual, which balances benefits against costs.
b. IE can answer important questions even for complex, multifaceted
interventions

Many critics of IE observe that some complex policy interventions cannot be reduced to a
control and treatment. Sometimes the interactions between numerous facets of the
intervention determine the overall impact, and sometimes the treatment must evolve as
implementers learn. IE tools are best equipped for assessing what a project’s impact was, not
how that impact was achieved (Easterly 2009, Deaton 2010). This might shift research toward
smaller questions and shift policy toward simpler interventions (Ravallion 2009, 2012;
Rodrik 2009; Rosenzweig 2012).
These concerns are valid and it is certainly easier for many IE methods to assess what impact
was achieved than to assess how. The “what” questions, however, are very important.
Pritchett, Samji, and Hammer (2013) distinguish two types of impact evaluation questions:
funders’ questions and implementers’ questions. Funders must choose resource allocations
across projects, sectors, and countries. They include ministers, development banks, and
philanthropists. Allocating their resources efficiently requires some sort of measure of what
each alternative can achieve. Implementers, in contrast, must learn iteratively which actions
achieve the best results, in complex and often unpredictable ways. They must learn how.
The MVP episode illustrates how IE methods in today’s literature are better adapted to
funders’ questions than to implementers’ questions. Questions of critical interest to funders
of the MVP include “Does this project achieve its stated goal of generating self-sustaining
economic growth?” and “Does this project reduce child mortality more than other
interventions we could have funded?” We showed that even simple methods of IE help
provide answers to those questions for a highly complex and adaptive project.
Implementers’ questions are less easily answered by IE, including our analysis.
Implementers’ questions include questions like “What mix of malaria control and fertilizer
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In Clemens and Demombynes (2011a), we wrote [emphasis added], 1) “Rigorous evaluation methods, including
fully objective matching, policy discontinuities, and randomized treatment, among others—though often criticized as methods
only of interest to academic purists—offer precisely this objectivity and clarity to practitioners.” 2) “A rigorous
impact evaluation of the MVs can be conducted in the future. Several methods of rigorous impact evaluation are available,
including careful differences-in-differences, regression discontinuity designs, randomized assignment of treatment, and others…” 3)
“Effects of the intervention at the next 20 or so sites could easily be rigorously evaluated—by the method of
randomized treatment among matched pairs that we suggest above or by another equally rigorous method—at relatively
low cost.”
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credit would be the most useful intervention for the people of Ruhiira, Uganda?” Pritchett et
al. discuss how iterative applications of IE methods, embedded within organizations in real
time, can help implementers “crawl the design space” to form and answer some questions
that arise in the day-to-day process of making a project successful.
c. IE is more than just an academic issue; it can be more ethical than
foregoing IE

Some observers express ethical reservations about the application of IE methods. For
example, Ravallion (2012) notes the ethical complexities of withholding treatments that are
known to work, in the name of maintaining the validity of the control group. Jeffrey Sachs
stated that the MVP would not collect detailed data in comparison communities because it
was “ethically not possible to do an intensive intervention of measurement without
interventions of actual process” (Sachs 2006).
There are likewise ethical complexities in foregoing rigorous and transparent impact
evaluation. In its 2012 Lancet paper, the Project suggested that it had caused large declines in
child mortality at its intervention sites. We revealed that those declines were tracking similar
broad trends which Demombynes and Trommlerova (2012) attribute in large measure to
increased coverage of beds of insecticide-treated nets (ITNs).
While the MVP intervention costs thousands of dollars per household,8 ITN production and
distribution cost roughly $10 per household (Givewell 2012). This raises the possibility that
the same money spent on the MVP intervention, if directed to different projects focusing
exclusively on malaria control, could have prevented large numbers of children from dying.
No assessment of this possibility can be made without transparent and rigorous evaluation
of the MVP. Ethical use of scarce aid resource, then, requires transparent and rigorous IE.
This continues to be the case even when some aspects of the overall treatment—in this
example, the bednets that were part of the MVP package—already rest on a base of impact
evidence.
This highlights another shortcoming of how IE methods are often applied today: many
impact evaluations use a counterfactual scenario of “no intervention.” But the relevant
economic question is what the value of those resources is relative to their next-best use. A
more relevant impact evaluation would ask not just “Does intervention X increase teacher
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The MVP does not publish full costs for each project site, inclusive of all administrative and in-kind
contributions from its various partners. For a single site among the 15 intervention sites, the West Mamprusi and
Builsa districts Millennium Villages in northern Ghana, full costs have been published according to transparency
regulations of that site’s principal funder—the UK Dept. for International Development. The full cost of the
intervention at this site is US$27.1 million, to affect “up to 30,000 people” (about 6,000 households) and “achieve
substantial poverty reduction for up to 2,250 households” (DfID 2011). This is about US$4,500 per household
affected, and US$12,000 per household experiencing “substantial poverty reduction”.
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attendance relative to the state-of-nature?” but instead “Which of four competing uses of
education budgets raise teacher attendance the most?”
d. IE cannot answer every question, but the questions it can answer
are important

Many observers correctly note that IE methods are less well-suited to answer a range of
important questions. First, most IE methods as now applied are better-suited to measuring
average treatment effects across some group, rather than capturing how treatment effects
differ among subgroups (Heckman and Smith 1995, Deaton 2010, Ravallion 2012, Pritchett
et al. 2013). While exogenous subgroup analysis and cross-cutting designs are increasingly
common, the complex logistics and costly sample-sizes required limit the ability of many
evaluations to capture heterogeneous effects. This is an important limitation, but combining
different IE methods from different points on the spectrum of rigor can help. In Clemens
and Demombynes (2011a) we calculate differences-in-differences estimates of the MVP
impact at each of three very different sites, as well as discussing how to more rigorously
evaluate the overall impact of the project across all sites.
Second, a common concern about IE methods is external validity, i.e. whether internally
valid results from one evaluation would be informative about results in a scaled-up version
of the project (Rodrik 2009, Acemoğlu 2010). This is less of a concern in the case of the
MVP, which has operated in a wide range of settings. Another type of external validity is a
more serious concern for all evaluation of the MVP to date, including our own work: a larger
version of any NGO project is likely to be run and implemented by a government (Ravallion
2012). Bold et al. (2013) show that an otherwise identical schooling intervention in Kenya
has strong effects on children’s test scores when implemented by an NGO and no
discernible effect when implemented by the national government.
A third limitation of IE studies is that they typically measure only partial equilibrium effect
of the intervention, while in the real world economic general equilibrium effects and political
reactions to an intervention’s proximate impact may offset or reinforce that effect (Easterly
2009; Ravallion 2009, 2012; Acemoğlu 2010). This does not suggest that partial equilibrium
estimates of project impact are uninformative, but rather that they alone are insufficient.
Rigorous evidence of local impact of a project like the MVP would need to be coupled with
careful thinking about the broader impact of the project, and scale-up would preferably
involve the kind of ongoing, iterative, embedded learning advocated by Pritchett et al.
(2013). IE is a very powerful tool, but must always be one of many tools in policy formation.
e. The new transparency lies not just in methods, but also in materials
and medium

IE methods at their core are tools for transparency. All IE methods are different ways to
make it the counterfactual as explicit and credible—that is, as transparent—as possible. And
that same transparency goal inextricably requires two other transparency tools: transparent
10

materials on which the methods work (particularly data, but also documentation), and
transparent media to communicate, critique, and correct results in the never-ending iterations
of scientific discourse. The MVP evaluation episode illustrates these as well.
Our work on the MVP evaluation was only possible due to the open data policy of the
Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) project. DHS surveys have been conducted in 89
countries, many at multiple points in time. The microdata of DHS surveys is available for
free download by any researcher who completes a simple registration. These data were the
basis of the analyses in Clemens and Demombynes (2011a), Demombynes and Prydz (2012),
and Bump et al. (2012). Without the DHS policy of open-access data we could not have
known or documented that the trends at the MVP sites often largely reflected national and
regional trends.
Policies of broad data access similar to that of the DHS have proliferated, and the field has
been moving towards a standard of having microdata from published studies be available
within a reasonable time period.9 The MVP, in contrast, does not make available any
microdata that could be used to check its claims of impact. When we formally requested
access to the microdata underlying published work, we were told that we would have to wait
7–8 years.10 Such a policy is not designed to facilitate critical inquiry.
We also highlight the important role of new communications media in publicizing errors in
the evaluation and creating pressure for the retraction of incorrect statements. The online
discussion was closely followed in the field and helped the MVP evaluation become a case
study on development course syllabi at several universities.11 The debate at Oxford was
organized in response to the online discussion. The UK aid agency DfID required an
independent differences-in-differences evaluation of the new MVP site in Ghana (Masset et
al. 2013), in part in response to the online discussion. The editors of the Lancet learned about
errors in the 2012 paper from a blog post and were already under pressure to demand a
retraction of the incorrect findings before they received a formal letter.12 All of these
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Demombynes (2012) argues for a rule that data collected with public funds should be available within 2-3
years of collection.
10
We send our request on March 31, 2011. The MVP responded, “The project is currently immersed in a 10
year evaluation, with the final site scheduled to finish its surveys in July 2016. It’ll certainly take us some time
after that for our internal team to clean, analyze and publish the results from the evaluation.” Given that the
project’s initial phase of data collection ending in 2009 only entered scientific publications by 2011 and 2012, we
correspondingly add 2–3 years to the year 2016 to arrive at the implied release date of 2018–2019, that is, 7–8
years after our request.
11 These include Swarthmore, American University, Columbia University, New York University, the
University of Texas, and Tufts University.
12
The blog post appeared on May 10. On May 14, Lancet editor Richard Horton wrote on Twitter, “On
MVP: Talks continue”. We submitted our letter (Bump et al. 2012) to the Lancet on May 16th at 14:58 GMT. It
was accepted for publication about 90 minutes later.
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interactions would almost certainly have happened much more slowly or not at all if our
paper had been issued just five years earlier—before the prominence of development
bloggers like Chris Blattman and Tom Murphy and before the possibility for instant
decentralized dissemination of blog posts via Twitter.

4. Conclusions
Properly assessing a project’s impact requires transparency. It cannot be done without a
defensible and explicit counterfactual; the definition of impact is always relative to some
counterfactual. It cannot be done without reasonable ways for researchers’ data to be studied
by other researchers. And it cannot be done without an interactive process of external
critique. All three of these goals have been served by recent trends in development
economics. We show how errors in the Millennium Villages impact evaluation were
corrected via a confluence of improved methods, better materials, and new media..
We draw five lessons from this episode. Four of these relate to the role of impact evaluation
methods in fostering transparency. First, the right rigor for any given impact evaluation may
or may not be a randomized trial. Often it is possible to take a big step up in rigor at almost
no cost, as we showed by applying differences-in-differences methods and public data to
MVP impact claims. Second, IE is more amenable to funders’ questions than project
managers’ questions. Our impact evaluation results for the MVP are informative to funders
considering whether Integrated Rural Development gives as much bang for each buck as
other approaches but less informative to the decisions of day-to-day project operation.
Third, evaluation carries an ethical imperative: aid funds are scarce, and spending them
without diligence to direct them toward their best use is not responsible. Only careful
assessment of impacts can identify their best use. Fourth, many of the big questions in
development are out of reach of IE methods. IE methods’ role is to bring greater
transparency to assessing the effects of interventions that are going to happen in delimited
contexts. Other research methods are and should be applied to other types of questions.
The fifth lesson is that two other small revolutions have reshaped evaluation. The new
transparency in impact evaluation comes not just from methods but also from materials
(especially data) and medium (blogs). Our critiques were only credible because the open data
policy of the Demographic and Health Surveys allowed us to freely assess MVP impact
claims informed by an independent source. And the online discussion surrounding this issue
vastly raised the magnitude and speed of its impact on the research literature and policy
practice. The possibility for democratic critiques, sometimes originating far beyond the
limited readership of academic journals, open-access data, and rapid correction of errors
brings a new dynamism and transparency to the application of new evaluation methods.
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